Everything Concrete
There’s no Aussie icon quite like the concrete slab. It’s
strong, robust, and won’t complain if you step on it.
Some take concrete for granted – but not us. At Qutoo
we believe concrete is more than just the perfect place
to park a car, bounce a ball or host a BBQ. Concrete is
everything, that’s why we’ve dedicated a combined 50
years to the building and concreting industries.
Whether you’re building your dream home or looking
for renovation inspiration, our range of decorative
concrete products will add beauty and charm to
your property.

What sets us
apart from other
construction suppliers?
We specialise in concrete products exclusively.
It’s all we do, and we do it best.

This brochure is designed to help you
mix and match the right colours and patterns
to compliment your outdoor living area.

Endless Possibilities
What makes your house a home?
It’s the little things which convey your own unique
sense of style. Our decorative concrete products offer
a number of options allowing you to create your own
distinct look.
Our range includes stamped impression concrete,
stencil pattern concrete and concrete colour fusion
for freshly poured concrete, as well as resurfacing for
existing concrete surfaces and a variety of sealers
for optimum finish. You can be assured our products
are of the highest quality, and will provide a finished
product that is stunning, durable, and easy to maintain.
This brochure is designed to help you mix and match
the right colours and patterns to compliment your
outdoor living area.

Need further advice?
Visit www.qutoo.com.au or call us on (02) 9674 1411.

Stamped Concrete
Are you at the planning stages of building, or simply
considering a new concrete area around the home?
Our concrete solutions for new projects can be used to replicate
the look and texture of stunning slate, rustic stone, and even
distinct wooden surfaces. Perfect for any driveway, pathway,
patio or entertainment area, these practical solutions will add
architectural appeal to any property.

Get A Grip

Design Tip

Stamped concrete is

Combining stamp mats

perfect for flat surfaces.

will allow you to create a

If you wish to achieve

unique and original look

this look on a sloping

to your project.

driveway or surrounding a
pool area, we recommend

Want to add an extra

use of our non-slip glass

dimension to your

surface to finish the job.

stamped concrete?
Add a different coloured
release agent to match
your base colour. The

What is Stamped Concrete?
Stamped concrete is the system of adding colour, pattern and
texture to a plain concrete slab at the time of pouring. Combine
your choice of colours and patterns to achieve the right look to
blend with any classic or contemporary style. Firstly, colour is
added and trowelled into the surface to perfectly bond with the
slab. Patterns are then stamped into the wet concrete.

Stamped Impression Concrete
Stunning elegance. Maximum durability. Stamped concrete is a
practical solution designed to suit its natural surroundings.

release agent will settle
into the pattern grooves
producing an attractive
two-toned effect.

Design Tip
Depending on your

Stencil Pattern Concrete

chosen pattern, various
laying techniques can be
implemented for unique
results. For example,
different colour rosettes
can be laid as a standout

Astonishing style. Low maintenance.
Stencil concrete is an extremely versatile solution. Perfect for
any driveway and ideal for pool surroundings, this method will
enhance your outdoor landscaping.

feature of your new
concrete surface.
Want to blend your
stencil concrete
seamlessly with its
surroundings?
By emphasising the
edging in your design

What is Stencil Pattern Concrete?
A paper stencil is spread across a freshly laid concrete slab prior
to completely setting. Colour and texture agents are applied
uniting with the exposed concrete. The stencil is carefully removed
revealing the uncoloured grout line, resulting in a warm and inviting
finish emulating traditional brick or stone pavers.

using complimentary
colours, your concrete
project will effortlessly
compliment your home
and landscaping.

Did You Know?
Stencil patterns can be customised to
incorporate special designs like company logos.

Concrete Colour Fusion

Design Tip
Achieve unique designs
with imaginative use of

Decorative appeal. Lasting colour.
Our wide range of natural Colour fusion colours
means grey concrete is a thing of the past.

What is Concrete Colour Fusion?
Concrete colour fusion is a colour dye for grey concrete. A
high quality colour pigment blend is fused with the concrete
during the mixing stage. When poured the concrete will have
completely taken on the pigment colour. So even if chipping
occurs over time, the surface colour will remain.

formwork, or enhance
stencil patterns and
stamp mats with a depth
of colour.
Looking for a
distinct paver look?
This is easily achieved
using saw cutting
techniques.

Design Tip
Introduce one or more

Concrete Resurfacing

fleck colours on top
of the finish coat for a

surface coat.

Is your driveway looking a little ‘grey’? Does your
backyard need a makeover? Our concrete resurfacing
solutions will bring your old concrete to life.

Resurfacing your existing

Nowadays it can be beautiful and stylish as well. Our concrete

peppering of contrast
colours throughout the

concrete will add
character to your home.
However, the condition

For years, functionality has been the sole purpose of concrete.
resurfacing solutions will give your existing grey concrete a facelift
without the hassle and cost associated with starting all over again.
You’ll be amazed by the transformation.

of your existing concrete
must be considered first.
Contact Qutoo on
(02) 9674 1411 for a
resurfacing suitability
assessment of your
existing concrete.

What is Concrete Resurfacing
Resurfacing is the method of applying a decorative finish to
existing concrete. The existing concrete surface is pressure
cleaned using a high-pressure washer. Once dry the primmer coat
is applied to bond the concrete with the resurfacing compound.
The base coat is applied and finishing coats are added creating a
textured and slip resistant surface.

Cracking
Advice
Your contractor will cure
all cracks on the surface
of your existing concrete
prior to resurfacing. This
will help avoid spoiling and
movement of your new
concrete surface in the
future (excluding natural
variables such as ground
movement and moisture).

Design Tip

Finishing Sealer

Ask about changing the
colour of your concrete
by adding colour tints
to the sealer.

What is a sealer?
No decorative concrete project is complete without the
application of two coats of clear acrylic sealer. Sealer
products provide a protective coat that block most
dirt and grime from penetrating the concrete pores,
promotes clean-ability and maintains the appearance
of the decorative concrete for longer.

Did You Know?
Concrete is not a solid substance; it’s a porous
surface susceptible to staining and permanent
damage. That’s why completing a concrete project
with a sealer is so important.

Types of Sealer Available
Lustre – high gloss for an attractive constant ‘wet look’
Hard coat – a durable, hardwearing and reliable finish
Same day sealer – applied at completion of a project

Our Sealer
Give the project
that perfect finish.
Check out the Sealer
range available at Qutoo.

Maintenance, Care & Advice
Here are some tips on how to keep your concrete surface
looking newer for longer.

Common Problems & Simple Solutions
Hot Tip! Avoid washing your car on the concrete, as some car care products may damage the sealer

There are tyre marks on my concrete

My pavement looks faded when dry

High pressure wash the area, than

High pressure wash the area.

remove with tyre mark remover

Excessive dirt or organic litter is
beginning to stain my concrete.

Resealing may be required.

My car is leaking oil onto my new
concrete driveway.

High pressure wash the dirty area,

Absorb and treat the affected area with

although avoid using solvent or chlorine

a suitable degreaser. Note: clean as soon as

based cleaning products

possible to avoid penetration

There are white patches on my concrete
High pressure wash the area. If the whiteness is on the surface, it is caused by moisture and
can be removed with a Qutoo solvent wash and a stiff broom. If there is a barrier between the
surface and the whiteness, use Qutoo MEK wash and a stiff broom on the effected area.

An Important Fact
All of our products are made in Australia to suit our
harsh climate and meet all quality standards.

Handy Tip
Under normal conditions, it is recommended
resealing your concrete area every 18-24 months.
You will know it’s time to contact Qutoo for a reseal
when the area looks faded or dull when dry.
For more tips, information, and examples of work,
visit www.qutoo.com.au

We hope this brochure has helped inspire and inform you.
Feel free to contact us with any further questions.
Our contact details are on the back cover.

Qutoo products are Australian made under
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